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Expressions in analytic form are obtained for the mean square number of particles in an 
electron-photon shower, with ionization losses taken into account. Curves are given of the 
ratio of the mean square particle number to the square of the mean, as a function of the 
depth, for various energies of the primary electron or photon and for various energies of 
the secondary particles. 

A method developed in a previous paper [1] al
lows us to calculate the mean square deviation of 
the number of particles in an electron -photon 
shower in approximation A. [2,3] This problem is 
treated here with ionization losses taken into ac
count. We assume as usual that the ionization loss 
does not depend on the energy and is equal to {3 per 
radiation unit of length. 

We give the derivation of the equations for the 
mean moments of the particle number, with ioni
zation losses taken into account. We define the 
function w(E0, E, t, N) as the probability that in 
traversing the depth t a particle of energy E0 pro
duces N particles with energies larger than E. 
Then we have for the mean moment of any order 

00 

N' (E0 , E, t) = ~ N''¥ (E0 , E, t, N). (1) 
N=o 

The probability that at the depth t + dt an electron 
with energy E0 has formed N particles is com
posed (see Fig. 1 in [1 J) of the probability for 
traversing the thickness dt without interacting 
and then producing the shower, and the probability 
of emitting a photon in the layer dt and then having 
two independent showers produced by the electron 
of energy E0 - E' and the photon of energy E'. We 
have 

'¥(E0 , E, t + dt,N,) 
E, 

= '¥ (E0 - ~dt, E, t, N,) [1-dt ~ W, (E0 , E')dE'] 

00 00 

X r W, (E0 ,E')dE''¥ (E0 -E',E, t, N,•) 'I'(E',E, t, Ny)· 

(2) 

In the first term on the right account has been taken 
of the fact that in traversing the layer dt the en
ergy of the electron, which thereafter is the source 
of the shower, is decreased by the amount {3 dt by 
ionization losses. The symbol ONe'+Ny,Ne as-

sures that the numbers Ne' and Ny. each of which 
may have any value, shall have the fixed sum Ne 
(the indices indicate the primary particle). 

Analogous arguments for the case of a primary 
photon give the equation 

00 oo Eo 

+ dt ~ ~ flN,·+N,•.Ny ~ Wp(E0,E')dE''¥ 
N e"=O N e•=O (j 

X (E0-E',E, t,N, .. )'I'(E', E,t, N,•). (3) 

By means of Eqs. (2) and (3) one can easily obtain 
the equations for arbitrary moments. The equa
tions for the mean squares differ from the corre
sponding equations in [1] by the presence of a term 
-{3aNt(E0, E, t)/Bt. Furthermore the free term in 
the right member of the equations now involves the 
mean number of electrons calculated with ioniza
tion losses taken into account. 

We use the solutions of Belen'ki1[3]: 

N- (E E t) _ H1 (s) D (s) G (s, e) [ + , ( ) t] e o. , - V .. exp YoS "'1 s , 
s 2n;A.;(s) t 

(4) 

N- (E E t) M (s) D (s) G (s, e) [ + , ( ) t] y o. , = ~ 1 .. exp y0s r.. 1 s , 
. s v 2Jt1..1 (s) t 

(5) 

l Eo 
Yo= nT, E 

e.= 13 f !"A1 (s)]. (6) 

These forms for Ne and Ny are valid under the 
conditions {3/Eo « 1 and E ~ {3, and D( s) G( s, E) 
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is a function which varies slowly with s and E. 

Using Eqs. (4) and (5) for the free terms in the 
right members of the equations, we get [1] 

R., =2N, (E0, E, t) Ny(E0, E, t) r1 (s) 

~ (E 01Ws exp {2A1 (s) t}, (7) 

It is natural to assume that the desired solutions 
are of the same form as the free terms. Set 

N;, (E0 , E, t) = h (t) D (s) G (s, e) (E0/~) 25 exp {2A.1(s) t}, (9) 

N~(E0 , E, f)= { 2(t) D (s) G (s, e) (E0/~) 25 exp {2A.1(s) t}. (10) 

Then 

a~t(t) = f1 (t) [ 2A1 (s) +A (s) + 2s fo J 

+ f2 (t) C (s) + ft1 (s),M ~;l 'l'l (s) , 
:n:s ;, A.1 (s) t 

(11) 

It can be seen that in Eq. (11) we can neglect the 
term 2s1J/E0 in the coefficient of f1 (t ). Then we 
get as the equations for N~ ( E0, E, t) and N2 ( E0, E, t) 
(with s < 1.47): 

2 2{N, (E0 , E, t) Ny(E0 , E, t) Y1 (s) [21.1 (s) + a0] +C (2s) Yz (s) N: (E0 , E, t)} 
Ne(E0 , E, t) = (13) 

[21..1 (s)- A.1 (2s)] [21.1 (s)- l.z (2s)] 

2 (£ E _ 2 {Ne (E0 , E, t) N .. /E0 , E,t)r1 (s) B(s)+ [21.1(s)+ A (2s)] y2 (s) N; (E 0 , E,t)}. 
NY 0 • 'f)- [21.1 (s)- A.1 (2s)] [21..1 (s)- A.z (2s)] (14) 

These expressions differ from those obtained 
in C1J with ionization losses neglected, in that the 
new equations contain the Ne and Ny given by the 
formulas (4) and (5) of the present paper, and not 
by Eqs. (11) and (12) of [ 1]. In the ratios, how
ever, 

the function D( s) G( s, E), in which the expres
sions differ, drops out, and therefore the quanti
ties Oe and Oy as functions of s are just the 
functions given in Eqs. (37), (38) of [1J. These 
functions are shown in Fig. 1. 

As in [1], our equations (13) and (14) lose their 
meaning at s = 1.47, when 2A.1(s0 ) = A.1 (2s0 ). In 
this region of s the character of the solution 
changes. The procedure for finding it is analogous 
to that used in [i]. We have 

t!e _ N; (E 0 , E, t) 
2 

, 

N,(E0 , E, t) 

[ c>0 + At (2s0)] Hl(s0 ) M (s0) Yt (s0) + C (2s0) Hi (s0) Yz (s0 ) s;;-'1• 

2 V :n:l.~ (s0) 10 [!.1 (2s0)- Az (2s0)] [A~ (2s0)- A.~ (s0)] s'1• 

{ ( 
(I- t0) A~ (s0))l 

X D(s0)G(s0 , e)exp[2ys0+ 2A1 (s0) t] 1 + ert - 1 ., f 
l A.l (so) to 

- . ~ 

_ 2 [c>0 + Az (2s)] Ne (E0 , E, t) NY (E 0 , E, t) Y1 (s) + C (2s) N, (E0 , E, t) y2 (s) 

[2!.1 (s)- Az (2s)] [A1 (2s)- A.2 (2s)] 

2( ) B (2so) H1 (s0) M (s0) Y1 (s0) +[At (2s0) +A (2s0)] Hi (s0 ) Yz (s0) s-'lz 
N E E t = ---:::::---;:==7.==:---------;--------'';--;:-----

y O• ' 2V :n:l.~ (s0) 10 [A1 (2s0)- Az (2s0)] [A~ (2s0)- 1.~ (s0)] s;{• 

{ [ 
(I- t0 ) A' (s0)]} 

X D (so) G (so, e) exp [2ys0 + 21..1 (s0)l 1 + erf -- .. 1 

VAl (so) lo 

2 {B (2s) N, (E0 , E, t) NY (E 0 , E, t) yl(s) + [A2 (2s) +A (2s)] N! (E0 , E, t) Yz (s)} 

[A1 (2s)- Az (2s)] [21.1 (s)- A2 (2s)] 

(15) 

(16) 

Here, as in Eqs. (13) and (14), t is determined by 
Eq. (6) and t 0 = -y0 /A.J.(s0 ). The corresponding 
values of Oe and Oy vary slowly with E in the 
region s > 1.5. Naturally the fluctuations are 
larger for particles with larger energies. Figure 2 
shows the dependence on t of ln Oe (solid curves) 
and ln Oy (dashed) for various values of E 0 with 

FIG. 1 tJ = 72 MeV and E = IJ. Figure 3, a and b, drawn 
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FIG. 3 

for E0 = 1012 eV, illustrates the "splitting" of 
ln oe and ln oy for various values of E. The 
steepest curves are for E/{3 = 3; the others are 
for E/{3 = 1, 0.5, and 0.05. In the last three dia
grams we also give for convenience the depend
ence of s on t on the same scale (heavy curves). 

The writer is grateful to E. L. Feinberg, I. L. 
Rozental', and I. P. Ivanenko for valuable com
ments. 
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